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Complete learner success requires full lifecycle products.

View All Products






Enrollment & Retention
Enhance the recruitment process by engaging learners like never before with tools including our powerful CRM Anthology Reach.


CRM Anthology Reach





Career Development
Guide learners from classroom to career with labor market information, skill acquisition, in-demand career data, and more.





Alumni & Advancement
Bolster deeper, more personalized relationships with alumni and donors through enhanced fundraising, event management, and more.








Student Information & Enterprise Resources
Frictionlessly manage growth through our SIS with practical tools and analytics for course registration, financial aid, advising, and more.


SIS Anthology Student





Enterprise Performance
Unite your entire data and analytics experience so your campus can connect the dots on otherwise disparate data points.








Learning Effectiveness
Easy, engaging, and accessible classrooms. Learning Effectiveness helps you create powerful learning environments for all individuals.


LMS Blackboard Learn





Assessment Management
Streamline your assessment processes with our comprehensive, flexible platforms built to collect data across all levels of the institution.





Accreditation & Self-Study
Develop a holistic perspective for accreditation or program review with a centralized, accessible process.





 




Institutional Intelligence
Ensure student success and operational excellence with the only holistic data and reporting platform that unites siloed sources from across your campus and delivers key, actionable insights and enhanced analytics.


BI Anthology Illuminate
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Complete learner success requires full lifecycle products.




Anthology for Business

Drive employee professional development, training, and success with a flexible Learning Management System (LMS).

Learn More about Anthology for Business





LMS Blackboard Learn




Anthology Ally






Related Services

	Enhance & Enable for Business & Government








Complete learner success requires full lifecycle products.




Anthology for Government

Efficiently, easily, and securely support government agency employees with a robust Learning Management System (LMS).

Learn More about Anthology for Government





LMS Blackboard Learn




Anthology Ally






Related Services

	Enhance & Enable for Business & Government








Complete learner success requires full lifecycle products.




K-12

It takes a village to help learners be successful. Provide your teachers, parents, school districts, and all actively involved in their journey with our purpose-built tools designed to support the complete needs of your K-12 learner.

Blackboard Community Engagement





LMS Blackboard Learn
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Integration Partnerships
Discover our network of Integration Partners with whom we collaborate so you can seamlessly extend your Anthology platform
Learn More


	

Channel Partnerships
Explore our extensive and expert network of Channel Partners who resell Anthologyâ€™s Solutions and Services
Learn More
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White Paper


Adjusting Alumni Engagement Strategies During COVID-19

White Paper Overview



The pandemic has changed how universities seek to engage and support graduates. Anthology conducted a survey on alumni engagement trends during the pandemic to help higher education institutions better understand the level of interest in engaging with their alma mater and opportunities to adjust strategies for engagement and communications during this time. The survey targeted U.S. adults with at least a four-year degree.



Email Communications: What Are Alumni Looking For?



Institutions should continue to adjust and tailor content and communications. Graduates indicated that they are currently most interested in updates about students and the situation on campus (54% of respondents), followed by news about classmates (46%), and information on alumni networking opportunities (41%). This information can help institutions tailor messaging to place more emphasis on this content. The strong interest in networking opportunities supports offering virtual events and other ways for alumni to network. The pandemicâ€™s impact on employment further underlines thisâ€”nearly one-quarter of respondents reported being furloughed or laid off due to the pandemic, and 29% said they are currently earning less.



[image: Chart of responses showing the type of content that alumni expressed interest in]


Donors



One-quarter of all respondents indicated that they had made a gift to their institution in the current year, while 29% have never made a gift. Among the overall population, 23% indicated that their likelihood to make a gift is lower, while only 7% of respondents are more likely to make a gift. For those who are more likely to make a gift, 63% expressed interest in supporting student emergency funds, while 48% of respondents indicated they would consider supporting the annual fund. This provides institutions with guidance on how to frame solicitations in the coming months.



Event Participation



Typically, a key part of alumni engagement and fundraising efforts focuses on alumni programs to build relationships and increase attendee engagement with their alma mater. Institutions quickly shifted to virtual events following the start of the pandemic in March. Survey respondents indicate that webinars on academic-related topics have been the most popular choice, followed by discussions with campus representatives. Of respondents, 41% indicated that they are somewhat or very likely to attend a virtual alumni event in the fall of this year, with 65% of these respondents indicating that they are more likely to participate in a virtual event than before the pandemic. This shows one of the impacts of the pandemicâ€”a greater interest in virtual engagement.




78% of respondents stated that they are somewhat or very unlikely to attend an in-person event for the remainder of 2020.





Recent Alumni



Recent alumni, or individuals who graduated between 2011 and 2020, make up a key part of most alumni engagement strategies. 33% of recent alumni report receiving, on average less than one email a week, but more than once a month, with a higher percentage reporting receiving communications more often than the overall population. While those receiving emails more than once a month but not weekly generally feel this is the right amount of communications (74%), this is a lower percentage than for the overall population. Therefore, institutions should review communications to this cohort and identify potential ways to streamline communications and ensure that communications to recent alumni provide relevant content. Recent alumni are interested in a different content mix than the overall population.



Final Thoughts



The COVID-related alumni survey results highlight opportunities for institutions to adjust engagement strategy during the remainder of the pandemic and following the pandemic. Institutions should review communications to focus on messaging that resonates with constituents. In addition, communications to recent alumni should be segmented and include information on careers.
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Anthology supports learners and institutions with the largest EdTech ecosystem on a global scale.
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